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Reaching you with the Messiahs goodnews

Waking up!

Monthly Inspirational Reading

Scrip ref

Inside this Letter
Inspirational

This month I’d like to share on something I had heard recently. Image your in place where no
Hebraic perspective
one is willing to be involved in the things of G-d. Even better image you’re a Pastor who has
watched life past by for many years and is barely noticing after these years that there is a lack of
Torah readings
involvement, care and the lack of concern for the community around you. I call this waking up!
Midrash
But sadly should it have really taken this long to notice what has been happing all along?
Sleeping mode has had its hold on quite a number of believers in the community, we also call this
News on Israel
apathy. Leaving most ineffective and unproductive for G-d. Having a lack of discernment to see
OSY Updates
what’s happing around you can also keep you from seeing G-ds agenda for the unsaved. Yes, life
maybe busy but are we really busy for G-d or for ourselves? Apathy is a dangerous tool of our
enemy and he will use it so long as believers will continue or fail to do nothing about it.
Yeshua (Jesus) said that our enemy only comes to steal, kill, and destroy (1). How has he succeeded in your community, life,
or even church? Apathy is a form of laziness or the lack of interest in or concern for things that others find moving or exciting.
If we wish to disarm our enemy we need to know how to attack back! The opposite of “apathy” is “activity”, but we should also
learn to be a people who not only will be active in prayer but will take action through deed (2). Knowing exactly what G-d
wants us doing will prevent apathy from taking over. Apathy will cost us if we do nothing at all! G-d has hands, but if his body
fails to obey his command to move how will “HIS will” be accomplished in us and around our communities? Point is that is
won’t unless we act in accordance with G-ds word. Let’s start waking up people!
Click for more
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MIDRASH WITH THE RABBI
Scrip ref

Is there really no difference between the Jewish person and Gentile?
In the book of Romans it is written; “For there is no difference between Yehudi (Jewish person) and Yevani (Greek) for
the same one is Adon Echad l'chulam (one L-rd over all), rich to all who call upon Him (a1). The writing of Rav Sha‟ul
(Paul) here does not zero in on cultural or ethnic issues between Jewish person and Gentile. The focus really is on
Emunah (“faith”) for it is through faith that both whether Jewish or Gentile must come to Messiah. Unfortunately many
only concentrate on the word “NO DIFFRENCE” which then leads many to dismiss and disrespect the position of
Jewish souls in the family of G-d (a2), because after all they make no difference, which really means they no longer
matter to G-d or are of any more importance than any other ethnic group, were are all the same! I really must beg to
differ at this point because ethnic and cultural issues remain in tact for all. Just because one comes to faith in Messiah
Yeshua (Jesus) does in NO way dismiss their ethnicity or position in G-ds plans. The fact is that there will be Jewish
souls and Gentiles in the future millennial Kingdom age but both will not share the land of Israel. This means that there
is a difference and a different plan for our Jewish people. Which further supports the idea that Jewish people do mean
something to G-d, and that we will inherit the final promises of G-d when Yeshua returns. Looking at Romans and
getting the idea that Jewish souls have no place, distinction, or difference or don‟t matter in G-ds family really is a poor
perspective. The issues of scripture between Jewish person and gentile teach that by faith Jewish person and gentile
are saved. By faith in Messiah both are sanctified (b) and justified(c) whether we are Jewish or gentile the means to all
of this is faith alone! And through faith are we both linked to the one Messiah, but once again we remain
Click for more

MIDRASH WITH THE RABBI-Encouragement for the believer

Hebraic
Perspectives
This Month’s Hebrew word is:
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Which Hebrew definition means: to err, wander,
Your trustworthy source for updates on G-ds land and people

Rockets found in Lebanon
after attack on Israel

go astray, and stagger, deceived

NOV 2009

The Lebanese army said on Wednesday it found
and deactivated more rockets in an area from
where a similar device had been fired into Israel.
An army statement said troops found four 107-mm
rockets in the garden of a partly built house as they
searched the area a day after a rocket fired from
the southern village of Houla hit the northern Israeli
border town of Kiryat Shmona.Israeli artillery fired
into Lebanon after Tuesday‟s rocket attack. There
were no casualties or damage on either
side.UNIFIL, the peacekeeping force in southern
Lebanon that was expanded after the 2006 war
between Israel and Hizbollah fighters, said the
rocket attack was a serious violation of UN
Security Council Resolution 1701, which halted the
war. “This was the fifth such incident this year.
Such attacks are evidently aimed at provoking
renewed hostilities to undermine the security and
stability in the south,” said UNIFIL spokeswoman
Yasmina Bouziane. “It is also a cause of concern
that the IDF [„Israel Defence Forces‟] returned fire
with artillery shells into Lebanese territory.” Earlier,
UNIFIL commander Major General Claudio
Graziano

Read the rest of Article

Portion- 1Cor 6:9-10

Scrip ref

Here rav Sha‟ul (Rabbi Paul) in 1Corinthians 6:910 teaches a very serious lesson on godly
conduct. The whole chapter actually begins with
how could the believing community run to the
unjust of this world looking or expecting justice
against there own brethren (bad witness). He then
says be not Ta‟ah (deceived) about this thing they
were doing in G-ds sight! Hadn‟t they realized that
they were called to represent what is just, right and
fair in behalf of G-d on this earth? Should have the
believers of the community been taking their
quarrels to unjust judges of this world? The answer
of the apostle was NO! All legal matters of the day
were to be settled by the believing community
among believers. However the Jewish way of his
time was to settle matters within the Jewish court
of law, not run to secular court and expect fairness
from them. The thing most which is his concern
was trying to communicate that their witness was
unsatisfactory and was lacking showing love to
their own brethren, which made them seem or look
just like the unjust of this world. Who as sha‟ul said

Hebraic Commentary

Ministry Updates November 2009
CLASSES: The Messianic significance of the feast of Israel class going on now!
Ministry Message board: We are soon approaching the end of the secular year and a new one will begin. We are praying that G-d is speaking to you
about your future in Messiah Yeshua. We are also praying that you are not discouraged by the things going on in today’s world. But that you be
encouraged about being a vessel ready to be used for blessing in the world. Please pray real hard for us as we look to G-d with you in what the days
ahead will bring us all. Thanks for being a part of what G-d is doing!
In closing, Have a great thanksgiving!

OSY MISSION STATEMENT
Osy is a teaching, discipleship, evangelistic ministry. Its focus is to share the full richness of both the Tanach (OT) and gospel from a
Jewish Christian perspective (Rom 1:16). Osy mission is to educate and inform the body of Messiah Yeshua about its Hebraic heritage,
its relationship to Israel and G-ds chosen people. Building love relationships and bringing understanding between the Jewish community
and Christian community, to glorify in unity the G-d of Israel through our Messiah in everything we do (Rom 2:9). To clearly reveal and
demonstrate the ultimate love of Messiah Yeshua (Yohanan-John 13:34-35).

